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ABSTRACT
We explore the design space of energy-neutral situated displays, which give physical presence to digital information. We investigate three central dimensions: energy sources, display technologies, and wireless communications. Based on the power implications from our analysis, we present a thin, wireless, photovoltaic-powered display that is quick and easy to deploy and capable of indefinite operation in indoor lighting conditions. The display uses a low-resolution e-paper architecture, which is 35 times more energy-efficient than smaller-sized high-resolution displays. We present a detailed analysis on power consumption, photovoltaic energy harvesting performance, and a detailed comparison to other display-driving architectures. Depending on the ambient lighting, the display can trigger an update every 1–25 minutes and communicate to a PC or smartphone via Bluetooth Low-Energy.
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INTRODUCTION
Information displays embedded within the environment take advantage of being situated within a particular context and location. These situated displays have proven to be useful in a variety of scenarios that include providing reminders [17], resource coordination [23], smart signage [26], and promoting awareness about user presence [28]. The literature on situated displays is clear that much of these devices’ effectiveness derives from strategic placement and persistent visibility. Unfortunately, existing hardware designs present barriers to introducing continuously-operating displays into arbitrary locations in the environment.

The power and connectivity requirements for continuously displaying live content necessitate the use of wired power, which limits where these devices can be practically deployed. This difficulty points to a need for wireless display devices that are “energy neutral”, i.e. harvest enough energy from the environment to operate indefinitely. Such displays would grant much more flexibility with regards to placement and reduce the effort required to maintain them.

In this paper we build on earlier related work by exploring the design space of energy-neutral wireless display devices. Based on our analysis, we identify a promising niche where photovoltaic cells are paired with low-power wireless protocols and bi-stable e-paper displays. We present two prototype displays that harvest energy from ambient light, and communicate using Bluetooth low energy (BLE). One particularly important dimension that we investigate using our prototypes is the tradeoff between power consumption and the number of pixels.
In an evaluation of our prototypes, we found that it was possible to do one update operation — comprising downloading new content and refreshing the display — every 1 minute under daylight or 25 minutes under indoor lighting. Our experiments also confirm the correlation between the number of pixels a display contains, update rate, and the power required to drive the display. We discuss strategies, such as using our displays as augmented-reality tags, to provide additional resolution and interactivity to our devices.

RELATED WORK

Energy Harvesting Displays

The use of light absorbing photovoltaic (PV) materials to harvest ambient light energy is increasingly explored in outdoor usage contexts such as digital signage [2] or for powering mobile devices [32, 35]. In indoor environments, PV-powered calculators [31], clocks and weather stations with reflective LCDs are well established [24]. However, more sophisticated applications are not common because the energy available in indoor environments is significantly lower than outdoors. Bi-stable displays [3] represent a lower power alternative to LCD-based displays, as they only require energy to change content, not to retain a static image. In 2004, E Ink created the first commercial application of such an e-paper display as an e-book reader [7]. Multiple products have been announced that combine e-paper with PV harvesting, but have never made it to the market, like the Toshiba Biblio Leaf e-reader [9]. In research, e-paper displays have been powered by PV cells to support the capturing of images [20], or powered by NFC as a mobile phone companion display [43, 4].

Situated Displays

Research into situated displays ranges from large displays for shared use to peripheral devices that show information in an ambient manner [22]. The exploration we present in this paper is primarily intended to support the latter class of applications. For many of these applications, information is consumed at a distance, suggesting that lower pixel counts would still be useful.

The central feature of the displays we explore in this paper are that they are energy-neutral, which frees these displays from the constraints that power normally imposes like deployment location or duration. For example, Elliot et al. identified power as a key hardware challenge that limits where situated displays can be deployed [8]. The amount of time Kuznetsov et al.’s were able to deploy their water consumption monitor was limited by battery life [18]. Furthermore, in applications of situated displays in the literature, like contextual reminders [17], visualizing resource consumption [13, 18], situated glyphs [14], and presence and room scheduling [23] the utility of the display is tightly bound to its location. Therefore, we believe technology enabling more flexible placement of these displays would be generally beneficial.

EXPLORING THE DESIGN SPACE

We now present a design space for ambient displays which are self-powered and network-connected. Specifically, we look at the available choices for the power source, the display technology, and the communications mechanism.

Energy harvesting

There have been many explorations into energy-neutral devices which scavenge power from the environment rather than being permanently plugged-in or occasionally re-charged. Paradiso and Starner [25] compared various harvesting sources in 2005, including ambient radio frequency, ambient light, ambient airflow, and a number of methods requiring physical contact such as heel strike during footsteps and thermoelectric energy from human body heat for a wristwatch.

One of the most promising sources identified is ambient light. PV cells are reportedly capable of achieving 100,000 µW/cm² under bright sunlight and 100 µW/cm² in illuminated office environments. Conversion losses reduce this in practice and end-to-end systems report figures of 20 µW/cm² indoors [32], 7.4 µW/cm² in unspecified conditions [19], 1,100 µW/cm² outdoors, 1–10 µW/cm² indoors [41] and 14 µW/cm² indoors [20]. Our own prototypes, presented later, achieved 8 µW/cm² on the inside of a window and 0.7 µW/cm² on a desk.

In comparison, Paradiso and Starner’s survey found that ambient radio frequency (RF) scavenging provided less than 1 µW/cm² with respect to antenna area. Parks et al. harvest energy from television broadcasting and cellular cells [27]. Talla et al. [37] achieved 4 µW with a custom WiFi radio using a 10 cm² antenna (i.e., around 0.4 µW/cm²) but used modified WiFi access points to maximize power transfer.

One recent work by Dementyev et al. [4] showed how an active-matrix e-paper display can leverage NFC both for power and data transmission, achieving a harvested power of 17.7 mW and a display update every 3.4 s. However, in this case both the data and the power transmission rely on physical action by the user and is less suitable for our goal of ambient displays. There are also many energy sources that rely on movement or physical contact of some kind, including vibration and thermoelectric harvesting. We do not consider those further here as they are not suitable for remotely-updated ambient displays deployed in arbitrary environments.

Display Technology

A wide variety of display technologies exist, but here we ignore most of the emissive options due to the aggressive power consumption requirements of an energy-neutral system. However, an emissive technology worth mentioning are organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). Unlike backlit LCDs, the power consumption is directly proportional to the number and intensity of lit pixels. This has been used for low-power wireless ambient display on mobile devices, for example the Nokia/Microsoft ‘glance’ screen [1]. However, glance mode is estimated to consume 1 - 2 % of the phone’s battery [1]. With best-case assumptions that glance is always-on across the whole screen, and a battery lifetime of 16 hours, this indicates a best-case estimate of 55 – 110 µW/cm².

Reflective liquid-crystal displays (LCDs), which contain no backlight, are significantly lower powered than emissive LCDs. Nevertheless, reflective LCDs still require continuous power to maintain a static image. Segmented LCDs employ a direct drive architecture to give the lowest power consu-
tion, for example 1.7 μA for a watch type LCD [34]. Dot-matrix memory LCDs employ a modified architecture with memory elements in the display plane which obviates the need for an external display controller and reduces overall system power consumption. Sharp’s 2.7” memory display [42] has a power consumption of 2.4 μW/cm². The majority of reflective LCDs are monochrome since color filters remove a large fraction of the light that would otherwise be reflected, which tends to result in poor contrast and washed-out images. However, Japan Display produce a full color memory-reflective LCD that consumes 93 μW/cm² [12].

Bi-stable displays are perhaps the most relevant technology for achieving energy-neutral operation as they do not require any power to maintain a static image. One widespread technology is the electrophoretic display (EPD) [3] found in e-reader devices like the Amazon Kindle. Nehani et al. [20] developed new techniques to drive EPDs and lower power consumption per update from 25 mJ to 11 mJ for a 128x96 1.44” display. As with reflective LCDs, directly-driven segmented EPDs consume less power than matrix displays which typically require a dedicated display controller. However, because the controller is only active during display updates the difference is much lower. Other bi-stable display technologies include interferometric modulating (IMOD) displays like Qualcomm’s mirasol [30], which uses microelectromechanical structures, and cholesteric LCD (ChLCD), which uses specialized liquid crystals. Kent Display’s 320 x 240 ChLCD display consumes 271 mJ per update [16].

Communications

There are a number of different networking standards which can be considered for an energy-neutral ambient display. Dementyev et al. [5] surveyed a number of low-power radios in 2013. Over a period of 120 s during which a single transmission was made, Bluetooth LE (BLE) achieved the lowest average power consumption (33 μW) compared to ZigBee (52 μW) and ANT (27 μW). BLE is also more widespread, so a display relying on BLE may often be able to piggyback on existing BLE-enabled devices such as phones, tablets and laptops to provide network connectivity.

WiFi is similarly ubiquitous and supports higher bandwidth, however even low-power WiFi implementations require significant power to remain connected to a base station (e.g. 2600 μW [39]; 12,000 μW [10]). Recent work by Kellogg, Talla et al. [15] on passive WiFi has shown that by using backscatter techniques, a device can consume as low as 14.5 μW during active transmission and communicate with commodity WiFi base stations (compared to 35,000 μW for active communication for BLE). While very promising for the future, radios based on this technique are not yet commercialized or widely available. As already described, NFC (e.g. in [43, 4]) can provide enough bandwidth for display devices, but relies on physical contact and is not suitable for our aims.

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the design space exploration for energy-harvesting situated displays in the previous section, we believe that an ambient-light-powered, electrophoretic display device using...

Figure 2. The display architecture comprises an energy harvester that charges a thin film lithium polymer battery. Power to all system components is gated based on an ultra low-power timer. Communication to a PC, tablet or smartphone is via a BLE which updates the display as necessary.

BLE for communications would be useful for the situated display applications described previously. Since such a device does not appear to have been previously reported in the literature, we prototyped it and characterized its performance.

System Architecture

A block diagram of our system architecture is depicted in Figure 2 and the actual hardware implementation is shown in Figure 3. We optimized all aspects of the system around low-power operation. For the energy harvesting source, we used a flexible thin-film amorphous silicon PV panel from Panasonic (AT-7665, 54 mm x 52 mm active area, 0.3 mm thick), which charges a 47 μF buffering capacitor. An energy harvesting IC (MAX17710) discharges this capacitor when it reaches a threshold voltage and feeds the energy into a battery. Each time this charging cycle occurs, 6.56 mJ of energy is transferred into the battery. The efficiency of the energy harvesting circuit was measured to be around 50%, which compares favorably with the systems discussed in [33]. The efficiency is gradually reduced as the battery approaches full capacity to avoid overcharging. We used a tiny thin-film LiPo battery (ST EnFilm, 0.15 mm thick) which has a capacity of 0.7 mAh (less than 1% of a typical coin cell).

The fixed threshold voltage of our energy harvesting IC lies below the optimal power point for indoor lighting, and thus provides sub-optimal efficiency. An alternative IC like the BQ25570 [38] can provide more sophisticated power point tracking to match the current-voltage characteristic of a solar panel to increase efficiency. However, our current implementation requires fewer additional components.

Most of the time, only the energy harvester and a low-power timer (TPL5100) are supplied with power. This low-power part of the system consumes only 224 nW. By comparison, with all components powered but in standby mode, current consumption would be at least 4.8 μW, which would have a significant impact on the number of updates the display is able to perform in any given period. The timer,
which triggers once every 60 seconds, causes an NRF51822 BLE+microcontroller IC (in an ISP130301 module) to wake up and monitor the battery voltage and the energy harvesting performance. If the battery voltage is sufficient, it then attempts to initiate communication over BLE to a host (which may be the user’s PC or smartphone). The BLE radio is left on for a period of 10 seconds to allow ample time for the host device’s BLE stack to wake and respond if it is in range. During this period, the host can send display updates to the display, and query the device’s battery or charging level status. After the 10 s period, power to the BLE+microcontroller module is switched off until the next timer trigger occurs.

In the implemented mode of operation, the display is only changed when a network connected host is available to provide the update. This approach was chosen in line with our aims for an ambient display, in order to maximize freshness of the information displayed. By avoiding use of energy on non-networked display changes, we maximize the frequency that enough energy is available to connect to the network.

**Working with e-paper material**

In our prototypes we use EPD film produced by OED Technologies [21]. As shown in Figure 4, these sheets consist of a transparent PET front layer coated with conductive indium-tin-oxide (ITO) laminated to the electrophoretic media containing charged ink particles. At the bottom of the stack is a heat-activated adhesive film that enables the sheet to be mounted to a circuit board. Conductive electrodes patterned on the gold-plated PCB define the segments/pixels of the final display. Figure 4 depicts this layer stack-up and Figure 5 shows the electrode patterns for our two prototype displays. Note the extra electrode towards the bottom of each PCB which is used to make contact with the ITO layer at the front of the EPD media. We use a commercial T-shirt press operating at 110 °C and apply pressure for 30 s to bond the e-paper film to the circuit board. A more detailed guide to producing custom displays with EPD film can be found in [36].

When a voltage is applied between any given PCB electrode and the ITO, the charged particles within the e-paper media move according to their polarity. The transition time from black to white (or white to black) depends on the voltage applied. The recommended voltage is typically ±15 V [6] which gives an update time in the region of 120 ms. However, to save energy we use a 5 V supply which gives an update time of around 2.5 s. To give a crisp, ghost-free image we first set all pixels to black, then all to white, before finally rendering the desired image — this process takes 7.5 s in total.

**Display driving architecture**

We evaluated two alternative low-power display driver designs, shown in Figure 6: direct drive with connections to segmented pixels in a star topology, and a serial drive which mimics the memory-in-pixel architecture [12, 42]. To achieve the latter, we built a daisy-chain of discrete D-type flip-flops, which requires just a clock and data line to write content to the display. In the future, we imagine these memory elements would be directly integrated into the display backplane. Unlike memory-in-pixel LCDs, our serial shift register does not need to be powered when the display is showing a static image, saving a significant amount of power.

Our direct drive architecture uses a TCA6424A port expander to drive up to 24 segments. The segmented display electrodes result in visually appealing and crisp images, while having the drawback that display content is pre-defined. Our serial architecture based on 74HC1G79 D-type flip-flops is configured as an array of 12x11 pixels to offer more flexibility in what is displayed. Both of these approaches enable cheap and low-cost MCUs to control e-paper displays without the need for expensive, energy-consuming peripheral components.

**ENERGY PROFILE**

We now analyze the energy consumption of both of the display architectures, and also the energy harvested by the PV cells in various ambient lighting conditions.
Energy Consumption
As Figure 2 shows, for both display architectures, the MCU and BLE communications dominate the overall energy budget, using 0.68 mW during the 10 s period it is active, i.e. 6.8 mJ. In contrast, the display update takes a total of 0.1 mJ for the direct drive architecture, and 0.64 mJ for the serial architecture. So, a full network connection + display update cycle requires 6.9 mJ (direct drive) and 7.4 mJ (serial).

In order to analyze the design implications of our architectures, we compared them with a low-power implementation of an NFC-powered [4] and a PV-powered [20] active-matrix e-paper display. The active-matrix displays from Pervasive Displays [29] provide a much higher resolution with a pixel density of 128 x 96 [20] and 264 x 76 pixels [4], which enable a higher information density compared to our designs. However, in the applications we envisage for our displays, only a small snippet of information need to be displayed, which typically does not require a high resolution. Also, a greater display size is favorable as interaction usually takes place at a distance. In our use-case it is more important to save as much energy as possible to achieve a higher number of updates.

The trade-off between energy consumption and number of pixels is depicted in Table 1. While the NFC-powered active-matrix display is 44% smaller than our serial display, an update requires 35 times more energy. Because of the low number of pixels, in our prototypes the power consumption is actually dominated by the e-paper frontplane itself rather than the driving electronics. In our serial architecture the energy consumption is 0.64 mJ, of which 0.48 mJ (75%) is due to the e-paper media (we measure 1.62 µW/cm²) and only 0.16 mJ due to the driving electronics. In our direct drive architecture, the energy consumption is 0.1 mJ, of which 0.053 mJ (53%) is due to the e-paper media. Note that the active area of this architecture is only 11% of the total area due to the segmented approach.

As the pixel density increases, the proportion of energy consumption due to the driving electronics grows, while the energy needed to update the e-paper media remains constant. This also helps to explain the much higher power consumption of the higher pixel count displays shown in Table 1. While it needs energy to maintain an image, a Sharp Memory LCD with equivalent size [11] requires less energy to drive a display update.

Although our serial architecture is very energy-efficient for a small number of pixels, the energy consumption rises quadratically with the number of pixels. When compared to an active matrix display with 46,464 pixels [4], our serial architecture would consume the same amount of energy when employing 4,690 segments in a single chain. However, the serial approach could be extended by breaking the chain into multiple sub-chains, effectively combining the direct drive and serial architectures. When combined with the networking requirements, if we had used the active matrix display from [4], the required duration between display updates would be 4 times higher, and the display would be much smaller.

Energy Harvesting
We now outline the number of update cycles that can be achieved in different deployments depending on the ambient light conditions. The harvested energy depends strongly on location and the ambient light. Our experiments were conducted in Cambridge, UK at the beginning of April 2016.

Figure 7 shows four typical deployment scenarios in an office environment using normal lighting, in which the office lights are motion-sensitive so they turn off automatically in the evening when nobody is present. We achieved the highest energy when attaching the displays to the inside of a window, and this allows a network connection and display update to be done every 33 s. In contrast, when placing the display on a desk updates can be done every 6 minutes, and when placed beside a PC screen we found updates every 25 minutes.

In terms of interaction experience, the user has to choose a location in which the amount of available light matches with the number of updates expected. The display is able to carry out approximately 100 updates on battery power alone, if the battery is fully charged. This allows operation during periods of low ambient light. Of course, the PV cells themselves could be used to determine when there is zero ambient light, and hence there is no point updating the e-paper display, which is not visible in the dark.

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
To date we have focused on use-cases where displays are updated based on remote synchronization data. However, in scenarios like content cycling or a simple timer countdown, it would be possible to store a series of images in the microcontroller’s non-volatile memory and perform updates with-

---

Table 1. Comparison of energy consumption for one full display update based on different display architectures. The energy figures for the active matrix display are taken from [4] and [20]. Both active matrix displays are significantly smaller than our segmented display prototypes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pixels</th>
<th>Total energy (mJ)</th>
<th>Energy per pixel (mJ)</th>
<th>Energy per cm² (mJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prototype - Direct Drive Segments</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype - Serial Segments</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.00482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nehani et al. - Active Matrix</td>
<td>12288</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>0.00087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementyev et al. - Active Matrix</td>
<td>46464</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>0.00046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. We designed two low-power display driving architectures: direct drive to 24 segmented pixels (left) and a serial architecture driving a grid of 12x11 pixels each of which has a discrete D-type flip flop (right).
Figure 7. Four deployment scenarios result in varying energy harvesting opportunities. The solid blue line is the power available during the day averaged over 5 days (faint blue lines). The yellow line depicts the average power available across the entire period; this results in potential display updates every 30 s - 25 min.

Figure 8. Our ultra-low power displays cannot show detailed information and are not interactive. To overcome this, a high-resolution interactive interface on a smartphone or tablet can be used. We prototyped an augmented reality system which uses a 2D barcode rendered on each display to overlay highly interactive and detailed content.

The current implementation of our displays is constrained in that the rear of the device cannot be covered due to the PV cell. Recent developments in transparent PV cells however show that harvesting energy from the front of the display using invisible light spectra is feasible [35, 40] and this is something we would like to explore. It will also be valuable to carry out more experiments with exact light-level data to understand the inefficiencies in our system better and optimize the design. In some cases, it might be feasible to embed smaller solar panels into the front bezel instead.

To summarize, we have investigated and presented what we see as the three main dimensions in the design space for energy-harvesting situated displays: energy sources, display technologies and wireless communications. Based on our analysis, we implemented a thin, sticker-like situated display that uses a unique combination of PV harvesting, e-paper display technology, and BLE communications. A detailed evaluation of energy consumption shows that low-resolution (but lower power consumption and has a 78% larger display area, compared to an active-matrix display with 46k pixels [4].

Although this type of display is not, to our knowledge, available commercially, we described how we made our own displays based on a standard PCB substrate. Hardware design details are provided to enable other researchers to replicate and build upon our work. By evaluating different locations, for example on a desk or stuck to a desktop monitor, we show that the end-to-end performance of our system supports updates every 1 - 25 minutes, depending on lighting. Ultimately we hope that our work is the next step towards more ubiquitous displays throughout the environment which help users to stay productive and informed.
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